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  Introduction

 This project includes a very large facility for users of digital currencies as it 
works to provide Visa cards to benefit the holder during his daily life. We will 
mention its advantages later. In addition, our users can take advantage of ICO 
offers before entering the market.

 The good thing about this project is that it has a very small amount, 3 million. 
But less than 1.7 million is the amount offered for sale, which is the amount 
of supply in circulation.

 Given the severity of the project, we decided to cancel all bonus sales and 
the bonus system, as this represented a risk to the project. You know that 
this project is not easy to achieve, so we need strict adherence to a 
successful project.



                      RYM Project

 What is RYM :

It is a token based on ethereum ERC20 that aims to facilitate banking and crypto 
transactions by system peer to peer and economy Visa Card.

Our project is for all RYM members to have their own card which they can use in 
their daily life : 
                 - use this card come all other visa but this card is : 

        - anonyms.                                                  - plastic and virtual card.

        - 4% fee transaction.                                   - you don't need a bank account

        - ATM worldwide.                                        - multi-recharge ( crypto. Bank)

         the best solution for instantly converting your cryptocurrencies and RYM               
into euros.



 Max Supply:                   3 015 397 RYM

 Total Supply:                 2 310 513 RYM

 Circulating Supply:        1 711 973 RYM

 Contract:  0x9f31200553d74a8632f2ca30aa95d8cd7730a878

 Decimals:  6

 Symbole : RYM

                    RYM Information

https://etherscan.io/address/0x9f31200553d74a8632f2ca30aa95d8cd7730a878


            Identification RYM Goals

 Start with at least one dollar. RYM = 0.57$

 Listing RYM in exchanges ‘up to 15 big  exchanges’.

 Set service for support in worldwide.

 Build a site shopping for our users.

 build a travel service special for our users.

 build a platform speed RYM exchange . 1 to 2 MIN

 Any suggestion please feel free to contact us.



                       Investment

 RYM can be purchased on the official website by ethereum metamask method 
and we have set the minimum 0.01 Ethereum.

 You will get RYM after ICO is over.

 ICO is not determined by timing but by the quantity specified for sale. This 
means that it can be completed in a week, two weeks, or a month.

 There is no bonus  when purchasing.

 We are not responsible for any policy in any country. Every investor bears his 
responsibility . 

 Make sure your are in rymproject.net when you purchase RYM.



Roadmap



                Team company

 Our focus is to create good value for the RYM project.

 We want to break the virtual barrier, so we created our project for real-world 
application.



               Exchanges listing

 Hitbtc 

 Hotbit

 Yobit

 Crex24

 Marcatox

 Livecoin

 Stex

 P2P p b2b

 Coinsbit

 Etherflyer

 Idex

 DDEX

 Tdex

 LATOKEN

 CoinEGG



                  Risk Disclaimer

 RYM involves high risk, and is not suitable for all investors. Before deciding to 
trade cryptocurrencies, tokens or any other digital asset you should carefully 
consider your investment objectives, level of experience, and risk appetite. 
RYM would like to remind you that the most of the data and content on our 
site is provided through APIs or third party sources, and so prices and content 
contained in this website are not necessarily real-time nor accurate. 
Therefore RYM doesn’t bear any responsibility for any trading losses you might 
incur as a result of using this information.



             Specific Sector Risks

 Fraud : make sure you are in rymproject.net .

 Hacks: While RYM is unlikely to be compromised, security is built into 
ethereum blockchain.

 Project abandonment:  There is also a risk that  RYM project could become 
abandoned. This may happen for a variety of reasons including  to; lack of 
interest from the public , failures in technology or lack of funding.

 Internal Team Errors or Failures : There is a risk associated with putting 
control of the day to day operations in the hands of the RYM issuer. RYM 
price, stability and utility are often grounded in the principles of good 
business management. However, there is a risk that central management will 
fail to run the business properly.



                      Conclusion

Our motto is from you and to you and we look forward to a great success for this 
project, and the success of the project with your success and your confidence. 

We also aspire to go  the project and compete for the first positions.

Thank you for your trust.
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